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SPATIAL AND QUALITATIVE ASPECTS OF REASONING ABOUT MOTION

Kenneth D. Forbus
MIT Artificial Intclligcncc Laboratory
545 Technology Square
Cambridge, Mass. 02139
WC ignore the exact shape of balls, motion after two balls collide,
spin, motion in a third spatial dimension, air resistance, sliding
motion, and all forces other than gravity.

ABSTRACT
Reasoning about motion is an important part of common
sense knowledge. The spatial and qualitative aspects of reasoning
about motion through fret space arc studied through the construction
of a program to perform such reasoning. An analog gcomctry
rcprcscntation serves as a diagram, and descriptions of both the
actual motion of a ball and envisioning are used in answering simple
questions.

The initial description of a situation is a diagram containing
a description of the surfaces and one or more bails, as in ligure 1.

1 Introduction
People reason fluently about motion through space. For
example, WCknow that if two balls arc thrown into a well they might
collide, but if one ball is always outside and the other always inside
they cannot. The knowl”cdgc involved in this qualitative kind of
reasoning seems to be simpler than formal mechanics and appears to
be based on our expcricnce in the physical world. Since this
knowledge is an important part of our common SCIISC, capturing it
will help us to understand how pcoplc think and enable us to make
machines smarter. The issues involved in reasoning about motion
through space wcrc studied by constructing a program, called FROB,
that reasons about motion in a simple domain. 1 believe three
important ideas have been illustrated by this work:

Fig. 1. A typical sccncfrom the Rouncing Ball world
A silualion in the Bouncing Ml World consisls or a diagram that
q.x~fies surfaces and one or more balls This drawing only shows
lhe geometric aspects of the descriptions involved.

1. A quantitative geometric rcprescntation simplifies
reasoning about space. It can provide a simple method for answering
a class of gcomctric questions. The descriptions of space required for
qualitative reasoning can bc defined using the quantitative
representation, making it a communication device between several
rcprcsentations of a situation

When given a description of a situation in the Ijouncing hall world,
I-ROB analyzes the surface geometry and computes qualitative
descriptions of the free space in the diagram. ‘l’hc person using the
program can describe bails. properties of their states of motion,
rcqucst simulations, and rnakc global assumptions about the motion.
FROl? incrcmcntally crcatcs and updates its descriptions to
accommodate this information, complaining if inconsistencies are
dctcctcd. Questions may bc asked by calling procedures that
intcrrogatc thcsc descriptions. The four basic questions FROR can
answer are: (1) What can it (a ball) do next?, (2) Where can it go
next?, (3) Where can it end up?, and (4) Can thcsc two balls collide?

2. Describing the actual motion of an object can be thought
of as creating a network of descriptions of qualitatively distinct types
of motion, linked by descriptions of the state of the object before and
after each of these motions. This network can bc used to analyze the
motion and in some cases can be constructed by a process of
simulation.

,Ll Spatial descriptions
3. The description of the kinds of motion possible from
some state (called the cnvisionment) is useful for answering certain
questions and for checking an actual motion against assumptions
made about it. The assimilation of assumptions about global
properties of the motion into this description makes heavy use of
spatial descriptions.

WC do not yet know why people are so good at reasoning
about space. Thcorcm proving and symbolic manipulation of
algebraic expressions do not seem to account for this ability.
Arguments against the former mdy bc found in [l], while the sheer
complexity of algebraic manipulations argues against the latter. I
conjccturc that the fluency pcoplc exhibit in dealing with space
comes mainly from using their visual apparatus. One example is the

FRO11 reasons about motion in a simplified domain called
the “Bouncing Ball” world. A situation in the Bouncing IjJl world
consists of a two dimensional scent with surfaces represented by line
scgmcnts, and one or more balls which are mod&d as point masses.
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USCof diagrams. Thcmarks in a diagram reflect the spatial relations
bctwcen the things they rcprcscnt. which allows us to use our visual
apparatus to interpret these relationships as WC would with real
objects. In this case, perception provides a simple (at least for the
processes that use it) decision procedure for a class of spatial
questions.

When we watch an object move, we generally couch

OUT

description in terms of a sequence of qualitatively distinct motion
types. WC will call a network built from descriptions of motions
linked by descriptions of the state of the object before and after each
motion
an Action SCQUCI~. ‘I’he knowledge associated with each
type of motion allows it to IX further analy?cd, the consistency of the
proposed description to be checked, and permits making predictions

We do not yet understand the complcxitics of human vision,
but the techniques of analytic gcomctry can be used to provide
decision proccdurcs for geometrically simple cases. FROR uses a
Metric Diagram. which is a representation of geometry that combines
symbolic /and numerical information. The geometric aspects of a
problem are rcprcscntcd by symbolic elements whose parameters are
numbers in ;I bounded global coordinate system. The rcprescntation
is used to answer questions about basic spatial relationships between
elements, such as which side of a lint a particular point lies or
whcthcr or not two lines touch. Calculation based on properties of
the clcmen ts su ffkes to answer these questions.
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Sequence is illustrated in figure 3.

My conjecture about qualitative spatial reasoning is that it
involves a vocabulary of PLACES whose relationships are described
in symbolic terms. By PLACE, I mcan a piece of space (point, line,
region, volume, etc.) such that ail parts of it share some property.
The nature of a domain determines the notion of place appropriate to
it. In FROII the Space Graoh provides the vocabulary of places.
Since all balls arc point masses and arc subject to the same forces, the
Space Graph is independent of them and dcpcnds only on the
surface geometry in the Metric Diagram. Free space is divided into
regions in a way that insures the description of qualitative state
(dcscribcd below) will bc unique and simple, and these regions and
the edges that bound them are the n_odcsof the Space Graph. These
nodes are connected by arcs that are labclled with the name of the
relationship between them (such as IXFT or UP). Any other place
rcquircd for qualitative reasoning can be dcscribcd by composing
these nodes, and the graph structure provides a framework for
cfficicnt processing (see section 4). An example of the places in a
scene and the graph structure they produce is contained in figure 2.

Fig. 3. Action Sequence Schema for Bouncing Balls
This schema describes the motion depicted in Figure 1 The PilYSOR
constrarnt dcscribcs Lhcstate of Ihc ball al some instant in time.
and the ACT constraints dcscrlbe a piece of the ball’s history.

l’hc two basic types of motion in the Bouncing Hall world
are FLY and COLI.II)F.. The difference in computing boundary
conditions between flying up and flying down rcquircs their
consideration as separate acts in the sequence, and additional motion
for transformations
to motions
outside
the
types are defined
Bouncing I\all world (such as CONTINUE for leaving the diagram
and SI,IDE/S’I‘OP when a ball is travclling along a surface). The
description of a ball’s state includes such information as its velocity
(quantitative if known, or just in terms of a rough heading like
(LEFT UP)) and what it is touching.
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equations describing projectile motion to compute numerical values
if numerical descriptions of the state parameters are obtained. The
use of quantitative parameters in the qualitative description of
motion

makes

possible

a diffcrcnt

kind

of simulation

from
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incremental time simulations used in physics. When numbers are
provided, an Action Sequence can bc produced by gcncrating a
description of the next motion from the last known state of motion.
The time to gcncrate the description, as well as the complexity of the
result, depends on the qualitative complexity of the motion rather
than some fixed increment of time used to evolve a set of state
parameters.

Pointu-

Fig. 2. Space Graph for a scene
The free space in the diagram is broken up into regions in a way that
simplifies the description of the kinds of motion possible. The labels on the pointers
which indicate the spatial relationships between the nodes are not shown due to lack of
space.

Simulation is not the only way an Action Sequence can be
created. A network of constraints can bc built to describe some
proposed motion and the knowlcdgc of the equations of motion can
be used to analyze it to see if it is consistent. ‘The dependence on
quantitative paramctcrs in FliOl~s analysis is a drawback. For
example, FROB can detect that the situation -in figure 4 is

III Describing a Particular Motion
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inconsistent only after being given some final height for the ball and
a value for the elasticity. People can argue that this proposed motion
is impossible with simpler arguments that require less information.
----lnll&lstate(FLY (SREGIONl)

(LEFT

Fig. 5. A Sequence Graph
The arrows represent the Arcction of a quahtative state at the place
the arrow is drawn Circles represent states without well defined
direclions. The pomters expressing the possible temporal orderings
of the states are not shown.

Fig. 4. An inconsistent description of motion
This motion is impossible hecause the ball could not get as high as it does after the
second collision unless it had gone higher on the tirst. If it had gone higher after the
first, the second collision would not even have happened
‘To discover that this
description is inconsistent l:KOl3 requires a specific re!ocity a( the highest point and a
specific value for the elasticity of the ball as well as the coordinates of the collision
points.

Knowing more about a ball than its state of motion at some
time can restrict the kinds of motion possible to it. Energy limits the
height a ball can reach, and knowing that a ball is pcrfcctly elastic or
completely inelastic excludes certain results of a collision.
Assumptions about whether a ball must or may not reach a particular
place or qualitative state can restrict the possibilties as well. The
Scqucncc Graph can bc modified by pruning states to reflect this
information about the ball and its motion.

The basic idea of an Action Sequence stems highly suited as
a target representation for parsing quantitative data about motion,
perhaps gleaned by perception. For this purpose a more qualitative
set of methods for analysis would havP to bc encoded. An example of
such a rule for the Bouncing Ball domain would be “A ball cannot
increase its energy from one act to the next”.

Fach of the constraints above directly rules out some states
of mot&n. The full consequences of eliminating such states are
determined by methods that rely on specific properties of space and
motion. Among these properties arc the fact that a mo:ion of an
object must be “continuous” in its state path (which means that the
active part of a Sequence Graph must be a single connected
component) and that the space it moves in must bc connected (which
is uscfi11 because there are many fcwcr places than qualitative states
in any problem). Dependency information is stored so that the
Conflicting
cffccts of specific assumptions may be traced.
assumptions, overconstraint. and conflicts bctwcen a description of
the actual motion (as spccificd by an Action Sequence) and its
constrained possibilties arc dctcctcd by FROB and the underlying
assumptions arc offcrcd up for inspection and possible correction.

E Describing Possible Motions

The quantitative state of a ball consists of its position and
velocity. A notion of qualitative state can be defined which
generalizes position to be a PLACE, the velocity to be a symbolic
heading (such as (RIGHT DOWN)), and makes explicit the type of
motion that occurs. A set of simulation rules can be written to
operate on qualitative state descriptions, but because of the ambiguity
in the description the rules may yield several motions possible from
any given state. Since there arc only a small number of places and a
small number of possible qualitative states at each place, all the
possible kinds of motion from some given initial qualitative state can
easily bc computed. This description is called the cnvisionmcnf (after
[3]) for that state. dcKleer used this description to answer simple
questions about motion directly and plan algebraic solutions to
physics problems.

v Answering Oucstions
Many of the questions that could be asked of the Bouncing
Ball domain can bc answered by direct examination of the
descriptions built by FROB. These include questions (1) and (2)
above. The three levels of description of motion in FROB (the
Action Sequence, the Sequcncc Graph, and the path of qualitative
states corresponding to the Action Sequence) allow some kind of
answer to be given even with partial information.

In FROB envisioning results in the Scclucncc Graph, which
uses the Space Graph for its spatial framework (see Figure 5). It is
used for summarizing propcrtics of the long term motion of an
object, evaluating collision possibilties, and,assimilating assumptions
about the global propcrtics of motion. Only the assimilation of
assumptions will be discussed here.

More complicated questions (such as (3) and (4) above) can
be answer-cd with additional computation using these descriptions.
Determining whcthcr or not a ball is trapped in a well (see figure 6)
can be done by examining a Scqucnce Graph for the last state in an
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VI liclation to Other Work

The focus of this work is very different from that of [4]!5][6],
which arc mainly concerned with modcling students solving textbook
physics problems. All of the problems dealt with in these programs
were static. and the rcprcscntation of gcomctry expressed
connectivity rather than free sp~c. lssucs such as gerting algebraic
solutions and doing only the minimal amount of work rcquircd to
answer a particular question about a situation were ignored here in
order to bcttcr deal with the questions of spatial reasoning and the
semantics of motion.
The process of formalizing common sense knowledge is
much in the spirit of the Naive Physics effort of Hayes (described in
[7]). The Action Sequence, for example, may bc vicwcd as the history
for a ball since it contains explicit spatial and temporal limits.
However, this work is conccrncd with computational issues as well as
issues of rcprcscntation. Unlike this work, Hayes (see [8]) explicitly
avoids the use of metric rcprcscntations for space. 1 suspect that a
metric representation will bc required to make the concept of a
history useful, in that to compare lhcm rcquircs having a common
coordinate frame.

Fig. 6. Summarizing Motion
->>(motion-summary-for bl)
FOR Bl
TlIE BALL WILI. I:VI:NTUAI 1;Y STOP
II‘ IS TRAPPED INSIDE (WELID)
AND IT WILL S I’OP FLYING IZT ONE OF (SEGMENTll)

Action Sequence to see if it is possible to bc moving outside the
places that comprise the well. Often a collision between two balls can
be ruled out because the two balls arc never in the same PI.ACE, as
determined by examining their Scqucncc Graphs. With the Action
Sequence description of motion it is possible to compute exactly
where and when two balls collide if they do at all. Figure 7 contains
the answers given by the progratn to collision questions in a simple
situation.

The Metric Dingrdm has much in common with the
dcrcriptions used as targets for langu,tgc translation of [I] and the
imagery theory of [9]. Arguments against the traditional “pure
relational” gcomctric representations used in A1 and the “naive
analog” rcprcscntations used by [lc)],[l l] may bc found in [12].
The concept of envisioning was first introduced in [3] as a
technique for answering simple questions about a sccnc directly and
as a planning device for algebraic solutions. ‘I’hc inclusion of
dissipative forces, a true IWOdimensional domain, interactions of
more than one moving object, and its USCin assimilation of global
constraints on motion arc the envisioning advances incorporated in
this work.
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Fig. 7. Collision Problems
->>(collide? f g)
(I’OSSIRI 1:.AT SEGMEN l-13 SREGlONl .,,)
->>(rannot-bc-at f segment31)
(SIiGhlENT31)
Ul’Dh I‘ING ASSUMPT10NS FOR (>> INlTlAl,-STATE 17)
ClII:CKING l’ATli 01:MOIION ACAINSTASSUMPTIONS
->>(collide? f g)
NO
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